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ABSTRACT

The missions DARWIN and TPF-I (Terrestrial Planet Finder-Interferometer) aim at the search and analysis of
terrestrial exo-planets orbiting nearby stars. The major technical challenge is the huge contrast ratio and the
small angular separation between star and planet. The observational method to be applied is nulling interferom-
etry. It allows for extinguishing the star light by several orders of magnitude and, at the same time, for resolving
the faint planet.

The fundamental performance of the nulling interferometer is determined by the aperture configuration, the
effective performance is driven by the actual instrument implementation. The x-Array, an aperture configuration
with 4 telescopes allowing for phase chopping and decoupling of the nulling and imaging properties, provides
highest instrument performance. The scientific goals necessitate an instrument setup of high efficiency and utmost
symmetry between the beams concerning optical path length, beam profile and state of polarization. Non-planar
spacecraft formations allow for a simpler spacecraft design which comes at the cost of inherent constellation and
beam asymmetry, of increased complexity of the beam relay optics and of instrumental errors synchronous to
the planet signal demodulation frequency. Planar formations allow for perfect efficiency and symmetry but need
deployable structures for the secondary mirror and the sunshield due to launcher accommodation constraints.

We present a discussion of planar and non-planar implementations of the x-Array aperture configuration and
identify for both the critical items and design drivers. We compare the achievable instrument performance and
point out the constraints for each spacecraft formation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The European DARWIN1 mission and the United States TPF-I2 mission aim at detection and spectroscopy of
terrestrial exoplanets orbiting Sun-like stars at interstellar distances up to 25 parsecs. By spectroscopic analysis
of the received planet light the presence of absorption features shall give hints on biological activity and, in
further consequence, on life similar to that evolved on Earth. The envisaged biomarkers water, methane, ozone
and carbon-dioxide determine the operational wavelength range in the mid-infrared from 6.5 to 20 µm.

The observation method of nulling interferometry3 allows for direct access to the planet light by providing
strong on-axis light suppression and high angular resolution. This is possible because the instrument transmission
strongly depends on the light’s angle of incidence. In the simplest arrangement of a nulling interferometer, the
sum of star and planet light is received by several identical telescopes. The optical path lengths from the
telescopes to the recombination unit are set so that the on-axis star signal experiences destructive interference.
The star light is strongly suppressed by the central null of the interferometer’s receive characteristic, while the
planet light experiences constructive interference by proper adjustment of the baseline.
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Different aperture configurations and spacecraft formations have been investigated in the past years. For
DARWIN and TPF-I the Three Telescope Nuller4 (TTN) and the four telescope x-Array5 in planar or non-
planar (“Emma”) formation are currently subject to detailed analysis and trade-offs.6–9 The x-Array is the
preferable aperture configuration which allows for straight forward instrument implementation at maximum
efficiency, for highest angular resolution independent from the on-axis nulling performance, and therefore for best
scientific return. The actually achievable performance, however, is determined by the actual implementation of
the instrument which, in turn, is strongly driven by the choice of spacecraft formation. A planar formation allows
for a simplified instrument at the cost of a complex spacecraft. In contrast, a non-planar formation simplifies
the spacecraft at the cost of a highly complex instrument.

The goal of this paper is to discuss planar and non-planar implementations of the x-Array aperture config-
uration and to compare for both the critical items and design drivers. After an overview over the DARWIN
mission, we present in Sec. 3 the characteristics of the x-Array configuration. In Sec. 4 we compare planar and
non-planar formations in terms of feasibility and instrument performance.

2. THE DARWIN/TPF-I MISSION

2.1. Scientific Objectives

The scientific objective of DARWIN/TPF-I is the detection and spectroscopic analysis of terrestrial planets
orbiting main sequence stars at distances from 3 to 25 parsecs. The target stars10 are of type F, G, K and M
with corresponding B-V colors, luminosity classes of IV-V or V and visual apparent magnitudes brighter than
mV = 12.
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Figure 1. Projected habitable zones for the DARWIN/TPF-I candidate targets.

The habitable zone of a star, determined by the region where liquid water can exist, ranges from 0.7 to 1.5
astronomical units for the Sun and scales with the square root of the relative luminosity for other stars, see
Fig. 1. Because the position of a planet within the habitable zone is apriori unknown, the apparent distance of
the planet from the star follows a probability distribution. For each target star there exists an optimum baseline
which optimizes the detection process by adjusting the maxima of the instrument’s receive characteristic to the
planet, see Fig. 2. The baselines follow from an optimization procedure taking into account the instrument
performance for the entire wavelength range and all possible planet positions within the habitable zone. Small
baselines are limited by safe formation flying constraints.

During the 2 years detection phase the target stars are observed and analyzed for the presence of planets.
For successful detection a signal-to-noise ratio of ≥ 5 within the entire wavelength range is required. By follow
on observations the physical parameters of the planets are determined. By analysis of biomarkers in the planet’s
atmosphere, DARWIN/TPF-I is able to discern if a planet can carry life similar to that know on Earth and, if
indicators are found, it will be able to determine the evolutionary status. During the 3 years spectroscopy phase
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Figure 2. Optimum baselines for the DARWIN/TPF-I candidate targets and an x-Array aperture configuration.

each detected planet is analyzed for the atmospheric absorption features water, methane, ozone, and carbon-
dioxide. For prioritization 50% of the observation time is assigned to G stars and 30% to K stars. To verify
the presence of an absorption feature an estimate for the black-body continuum is required which is gained from
observations in regions without features. For each spectral feature the equivalent width has to be measured with
an accuracy of 20%.

2.2. Mission Implementation

The DARWIN/TPF-I instrument is a space-borne nulling interferometer operating in the mid-infrared wavelength
regime from 6.5 to 20 µm. The instrument is distributed over several spacecraft which fly in a closely-controlled
formation. In this way the interferometer is formed by its distributed optical components. Compared to a
physical structure the formation flying system has the advantage of easy reconfiguration and of better control
of the incoming signals for large interferometric arm lengths. The distances between the collector telescopes
are adjustable and range from some tens to some hundreds of meters. Figure 3 shows the DARWIN/TPF-I
interferometer configuration in science mode formation flying.

DARWIN/TPF-I consists of a flotilla of five free-flying spacecraft, one beam combiner spacecraft (BCS) –
the master spacecraft – carrying the interferometer core and four collector spacecraft (CS) carrying the 3 meter
class collector telescopes. After launch and transfer to the operational orbit at the second Lagrange point of
the Sun-Earth system (L2), the spacecraft are deployed and the formation is initialized within the attitude and
distance envelopes determined by the star trackers (as external reference) and by the radio- frequency metrology
(as internal reference). The aperture configuration, i.e. the position of the telescopes spacecraft relative to each
other, determines the receive characteristic or angular selectivity of the instrument.

After deployment and in science mode operation the DARWIN/TPF-I interferometer is comprised of a dis-
tributed payload residing on the collector spacecraft and on the beam combiner spacecraft. The orientation of
the payload and the internal interconnection are established and maintained via formation control and active
optical elements acting essentially as a virtual stiff truss (for a planar spacecraft formation) and as a precision
pointing sub-system. The formation control functionality is based on hardware distributed among all spacecraft.
Besides aligning the spacecraft and maintaining the spacecraft positions, the formation control system performs
the resizing and rearranging of the formation as well as array rotation during science mode operation.

The distributed payload mainly comprises the telescopes on the collector spacecraft as well as the optical path
difference and fine-pointing control, the beam recombination unit and phase chopping unit, and the detection and
spectroscopy subsystem on the beam combiner spacecraft. The payload is passively cooled to 40 Kelvin while the
detection subsystem requires active cooling to temperatures below 7 Kelvin by a vibration-free sorption cooler.
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Figure 3. DARWIN/TPF-I interferometer configuration in science mode formation flying, showing the distributed payload
on the collector spacecraft and on the beam combiner spacecraft.

3. X-ARRAY APERTURE CONFIGURATION

The aperture configuration is defined by the arrangement of the collector spacecraft relative to each other. The x-
Array represents a highly optimum aperture configuration which exhibits several instrumental and observational
advantages.7 The principle of operation is shown in Fig. 4:

The rectangular arrangement of the apertures results in two independent baselines. This allows for complete
decoupling of the nulling and imaging properties of the instrument. The small nulling baseline (simply called
baseline) allows for a broad transmission minimum around the instrument’s line of sight, required for efficient
rejection of the star light. The large imaging baseline determines the high angular resolution which is required
for clear separation of the planet signal from the star or other disturbing objects. The aspect ratio XB between
the imaging and the nulling baseline is a key parameter which strongly influences the instrument and science per-
formance. A value of, e.g., XB = 3 represents a good compromise between instrumental degradation (diffraction,
asymmetries, . . . ) and efficiency with respect to modulation and instability noise calibration.

The x-Array is realized by two fundamental two-telescope nullers which are recombined with a relative phase
different of ±π/2. This results in two conjugated – i.e. asymmetric – transmission maps. Subtraction of these
transmission maps from each other yields phase chopping. (The name originates from an alternating phase
difference of ±π/2 which changes the transmission map sequentially at each output.) Phase chopping allows for
compensating for any uniform background noise, for any drifts in the nulling performance or detector performance
and for eliminating some types of instability noise.

The x-Array allows for a very compact and efficient implementation of the nulling interferometer. For a
pupil plane beam recombination scheme the theoretical modulation maximum is 100%, i.e. all incident planet
photons are available at the nuller output (not taking into account losses due to bulk transmission or single-mode
fiber coupling). By implementing a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer,11 the nuller provides two identical
outputs which contain a perfectly symmetric superposition of the input beams. This has a great advantage for
implementing the phase chopping modulator, see Fig. 5. Because two-telescope nullers require a relative phase
difference of π for nulling, the achromatic phase shifters can be simply realized by reflective periscopes. These
are perfectly achromatic and completely avoid complex dispersive wedge systems. The dispersive ±π/2 phase
shifters for phase chopping act on the already nulled signal and therefore have clearly relaxed requirements.
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Figure 4. Principle of operation of the DARWIN/TPF-I instrument based on an x-Array aperture configuration.

Array rotation around the instrument’s line of sight results in modulation solely of the receive signals and
therefore allows for synchronous detection. As a result of phase chopping, the planet signal appears at the odd
harmonics of the rotation frequency whereas the center-symmetric noise terms appear at the even harmonics.
Due to the high angular resolution the x-Array shows a high frequency modulation of the planet signal with a
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Figure 5. Generic beam recombination and phase chopping scheme for an x-Array aperture configuration.
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high modulation efficiency of 28.8%. This is a measure how efficiently a planet is modulated by array rotation.
It is defined as the mean over all possible angular planet positions of the root-mean-square modulation for one
full rotation round the array’s line of sight.

By applying correlation methods (and subsequent cleaning methods) the source scene can be reconstructed.
The x-Array allows for highly accurate reconstruction even of multi planetary systems due to its high angular
resolution.

4. PLANAR AND NON-PLANAR SPACECRAFT FORMATIONS

The spacecraft formation is defined by the arrangement of the beam combiner spacecraft relative to the collector
spacecraft, see Fig. 6. In a planar formation, the beam combiner spacecraft is located in the plane of the collector
spacecraft. In a non-planar formation the collector spacecraft form a type of hyper-telescope where the beam
combiner spacecraft is located at the common focus of the collector spacecraft’s mirrors.

© Astrium GmbH

Figure 6. Artistic views of a planar (left) and a non-planar (right) spacecraft formation for DARWIN/TPF-I.

A major distinctive feature is given by the science mode formation flying concept. In planar formations the
spacecraft are fixed relative to each other like on a virtual stiff truss and are rotated around the common line
of sight. In non-planar formations the beam combiner spacecraft is fixed relative to the Sun and the collector
spacecraft rotate around their common line of sight. The required sun exclusion and the actual spacecraft design
determine the sky coverage. The sky coverage for a planar formation amounts to 71%, that for a non-planar
formation amounts to typically 95%. For both configurations the target catalogues comprise several hundreds of
candidate stars which may parent habitable terrestrial planets.10

Planar spacecraft formations are motivated by the target of a most efficient and simple instrument to maximize
the scientific return. This, however, involves some technical challenges, mainly concerning the spacecraft design.
Non-planar spacecraft formations solve some of these spacecraft related drawbacks, but at the cost of an increased
science instrument complexity.

4.1. Planar Spacecraft Formations

The planar spacecraft formation is locked to a virtual stiff truss in science mode formation flying. Although the
entire formation is rotated continuously around the line of sight, the geometry for beam relay and inter-spacecraft
metrology is fixed. The generic block diagram of the science payload is given in Fig. 7.

The signals received from the collector spacecraft are relayed to the beam combiner spacecraft. The relay
beam diameter, typically in the order of 200 mm, is determined by a trade between diffraction loss and relay
optics size for the baselines in question. By proper beam routing perfect polarization symmetry is achieved
between the beams, see Fig. 8. The state of polarisation is preserved because all reflections occur in the same
direction and in the same sequence. The relay optics onboard the beam combiner spacecraft is realized by
telescopes which provide a compression of the relay beams by a factor of about 10 to 30.
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Figure 7. Generic block diagram of the science payload for a planar spacecraft formation. The active optical components
are indicated by black background color. The 3 m receive telescope has to be deployed and aligned once.

DARWIN/TPF-I utilizes four metrology functional chains for equalizing the optical path lengths from the
telescopes up to beam recombination. The formation envelope is established by star trackers and radio-frequency
metrology, formation control uses inter-spacecraft laser metrology. Because of the inherent polarization symmetry
of a planar formation, the science beam metrology consists only of active control of the optical path difference
and of the beam fine pointing. Alignment of the interferometer core, i.e. of nuller, phase chopping modulator
and modal wavefront filter, requires either internal laser metrology or proper calibration of an optical setup of
high passive stability. Planar formations have an advantage concerning the acquisition of the formation flying
mode because it can be performed at the smallest possible baseline (limited only by safety constraints). The
collector spacecraft to beam combiner spacecraft distance of less than 25 m clearly simplifies the acquisition
procedure. The resizing of the formation to adapt to different observation scenarios can be done with activated
inter-spacecraft laser metrology. The acquisition procedure for planar formations can even be verified by on
ground testing.
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Figure 8. Perfectly polarisation symmetric beam routing scheme and receive optics for a planar x-Array configuration.

The drawbacks of planar formations result from the fact that telescopes are used for collecting light onboard
the collector spacecraft. Large telescopes of about 3 m diameter are required for reasonable observation times.
Such telescopes further necessitate huge sunshields to provide passive cooling of the payload to 40 K. Both are
not compatible with the launch volumes available for today launchers as Ariane 5 or Delta IV Heavy and require
compact stowing for launch and reliable deployment in orbit. After deployment of the telescope the secondary
mirror assembly has once to be aligned by an alignment mechanism and proper metrology. The required number
of deployment actuators impacts the overall reliability of the instrument.
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4.2. Non-Planar Spacecraft Formations

In a non-planar formation the collector spacecraft carry single mirrors which, in the optimum case, represent
off-axis apertures of a large paraboloid. The beam combiner spacecraft, located at the common focus of the
collector mirrors, has a fixed orientation relative to the Sun. For rotational modulation of the planet signal the
collector spacecraft rotate around their common line of sight. The generic block diagram of the science payload
is given in Fig. 9.
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Figure 9. Generic block diagram of the science payload for a non-planar spacecraft formation. The active optical
components are indicated by black background color.

In practice the receive mirrors are realized as spherical mirrors to allow for different interferometer baselines.
The resulting wavefront errors are corrected within the beam combiner spacecraft by an adaptive optics system
and a wavefront sensor. For proper correction large strokes are required for the adaptive optics. For maintaining
beam symmetry during array rotation, the beams have to be derotated synchronously or the actively corrected
wavefronts have to follow the array rotation. Alternatively one may also consider active correction of the collector
spacecraft primary mirrors, i.e. the mirrors are deformed to resemble the off-axis apertures of the paraboloid for
the specific baseline. In this case the collector spacecraft have to rotate around their individual line of sight and
around their common line of sight. However, active correction (mechanically or thermally) of large mirrors is
difficult for the required wavefront quality and the required technology is not available today.

Within the beam combiner spacecraft a tracking optics is required which follows synchronously the rotation
of the collector spacecraft. This optics, which has to cover a total angular range of 35◦ for a focal length of
1000 m and baselines up to 200 m, can be realized by tip/tilt mirrors. The beam relay and tracking scheme is
inherently asymmetric with respect to polarisation. Due to the large focal length of about 1000 m and due to the
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Figure 10. Receive optics (left) and range covered by the focussed beams (right) for a non-planar x-Array configuration.
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small incidence angles of the tracking mirrors the effect of polarisation becomes acceptable. Normal reflection is
not feasible and a certain reflection angle cannot be avoided due to constraints from mirror accommodation, see
Fig. 10. The required number of science beam actuators impacts the overall reliability of the instrument.

A major critical issue for non-planar formations is the acquisition of the formation flying mode which is
particularly difficult because of the large focal length. High performance star trackers are required onboard the
collector spacecraft with an accuracy and stability of � 1 arcsec. Due to the fixed orientation of the beam
combiner spacecraft the inter-spacecraft laser metrology has to follow synchronously the rotation of the collector
spacecraft. The initial acquisition procedure as well as acquisition after retargeting is challenging. On ground
verification of the acquisition procedure is evidently not feasible.

A non-planar spacecraft formation allows only for imaging of bright objects which are used for path length sta-
bilization. Dual feed imaging with reference targets, as it can be implemented for planar formations, would require
an extremely large tracking optics and therefore is not feasible. (Stabilizing the array with laser metrology does
not allow for controlling all possible degrees of freedom and therefore is not a viable option for DARWIN/TPF-I.)

The major drawbacks of non-planar spacecraft formations arise from the fact that the beam combiner space-
craft has a fixed orientation relative to the Sun and that the collector spacecraft rotate around their common line
of sight. This results in a rotation of the receive beams relative to the beam recombination optics which has to be
compensated by synchronous tracking and derotation. Any residual control errors introduce perturbations at the
array rotation frequency, i.e. at that frequency where the planet signal is detected synchronously. Consequently
the planet signal is either overlayed with instrumental noise or the requirements on the subsystems as sensors
and actuators are extremely tightened.

planar spacecraft formations non-planar spacecraft formations

beam symmetry perfectly polsarisation symmet-
ric

inherently polarisation asym-
metric

science beam actu-
ators

OPD, fine-pointing OPD, fine-pointing, synchronous
beam tracking, synchronous ac-
tive wavefront correction

receive optics secondary mirror deployment,
ground testing possible

mirrors with ≈ 2 km focal length,
no ground testing possible

formation flying virtually rigid instrument, on-
ground verification possible

metrology acquisition critical,
synchronous metrology beam
tracking, on-ground verification
not possible

imaging mode dual feed imaging for faint ob-
jects possible

only for bright objects

spacecraft design deployable sunshields required,
equal solar pressure on CS and
BCS

fixed sunshields, solar pressure
different on CS and BCS

Table 1. Key issues and design drivers for planar and non-planar spacecraft formations.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The x-Array represents a highly optimum aperture configuration which exhibits several instrumental and ob-
servational advantages. The decoupling of the nulling and imaging properties allows for deep nulling of the
star light and for high angular resolution to separate the planet from the star or other disturbing objects. The
implementation by cascaded two-telescope nullers allows for a perfectly symmetric and extremely efficient instru-
ment implementation. The optimum receive characteristic and the efficient instrument result in an outstanding
scientific performance.
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The implementation of the x-Array as a planar or non-planar spacecraft formation has advantages and draw-
backs. Planar formations allow for an optimum scientific instrument at the cost of a complex spacecraft design.
Non-planar formations simplify the spacecraft design but require beam tracking and active wavefront correction
synchronous to array rotation. Planar formations suffer from the reliability of the deployment mechanisms,
non-planar formations suffer from synchronous instrumental errors. The key issues for planar and non-planar
formations are summarized in Tab. 1.

For both options some key technologies and subsystems (with the required specifications) have not been
developed or verified yet. The most critical issues in this respect are the deployable sunshield and secondary
mirror assembly for the planar formations as well as the receive mirror and the synchronous tracking and
wavefront correction optics for the non-planar formations.
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